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What is Pdxrbld:
Pdxrbld is an utility for checking and repairing Paradox tables. The code depends mostly on using TUTILITY (BORLAND-INPRISE-CODEGEAR-EMBARCADERO). 
Some code (few routines and TUTIL32.DLL/TUTILITY.DLL import unit) was taken directly from the demo Paradox tables repair utility source located on former BORLAND web. 
As an extension, Pdxrbld fixes some additional error types that TUTILITY either does not detect or leaves unfixed - namely infamous "VAL file out of date" error that prevents the table from being opened and "corrupted autoincrement generator" error. The corrupted autoincrement generator manifests itself as key violation in case new record is being added to the table with unique key on autoincrement field. Starting from version 2.60, missing index files (.PX and .Y*) errors are also fixed. Pdxrbld handles tables protected with master password, includes option to pack tables and supports header borrow and orphans detection/removal feature. Supported Paradox table levels are those above 4   nclusive (does not work with Paradox 3.5 and less). 16 bit version does not work with table level 7 or higher.

How it works:
DB file header contains a synchronization byte that must match the first byte of the VAL file, otherwise the "VAL file out of date" error occurs when the table is being opened. Pdxrbld fixes this error by direct write to the VAL file where it stores the sync byte value found in the DB file header. 
In Paradox tables with autoincrement field, last value used for this field is stored within DB file header. During append, the value is read, incremented, applied and the new value is stored back. If the update of the DB file header fails, autoincrement generator corruption occurs. Pdxrbld fixes this error by direct write to DB file header where it stores the maximum autoincrement value found in the table.
Starting from version 1.20, PdxRbld offers "Header borrow" option: If header corruption is encountered, the header (first $800 bytes of the corrupted file) can be replaced by the header taken from the backup table.

REGISTRY ENTRIES (32 bit version only)
In order to facilitate Pdxrbld launch from within other applications, starting from version 2.60 Pdxrbld register itself under HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths registry key on every startup. Unregistration can be done by executing Pdxrbld with UNREGISTER parameter on command line.

ORPHANS DETECTION/REMOVAL:
Version 2.00 introduces orphans detection/removal feature. If you want to use  this feature, place file named OCHECK.INI into folder containing Paradox tables. The structure of the INI file should be as follows:

Section names are simply detail table names (without extension!). Each section can hold any number of triplets

  MASTERx=Master_Table
  MFIELDSx=Master_Fields
  DFIELDSx=Detail_Fields

Where
x
is the triplet number (must start from 1 and be consecutive),
Master_Table
is the name of master table (with or without extension) 
Master_Fields
is the semicolon separated list of master table's field names involved in the link (as they appear in the masterFields tTable property)
Detail_Fields
is the semicolon separated list of detail table's field names              involved in the link (as they appear in the IndexFieldNames Table property)


Detail table *MUST* have primary index, otherwise an exception is raised during execution

Example of OCHECK.INI for DBDEMOS alias follows:

---- CUT HERE---------------
[ITEMS]
MASTER1=PARTS
MFIELDS1=PartNo
DFIELDS1=PartNo
MASTER2=ORDERS
MFIELDS2=OrderNo
DFIELDS2=OrderNo

[PARTS]
MASTER1=VENDORS
MFIELDS1=VendorNo
DFIELDS1=VendorNo

[ORDERS]
MASTER1=CUSTOMER
MFIELDS1=CustNo
DFIELDS1=CustNo
---- END CUT ---------------

If OCHECK.INI is not present in the data folder, orphans detection/removal is skipped, otherwise
If "Don’t rebuild" option is checked, orphans are detected but not removed, otherwise the application prompts for confirmation before attempting to delete orphaned records.

Skip ‘Verify table’ step option. This option has been added in ver. 4.10. When this option is checked – which is possible only if the rebuild scope is set to ”Rebuild all tables” – the application does not call TUVerifyTable routine exported by the TUTILITY.DLL (TUTIL32.DLL) before the table rebuild. This behaviour is neccessary in cases where the DB table header is corrupted in a way that leads to access violations during TUVerifyTable call. If you ever encounter access violations in the TUTILITY module during the table check, you should try to use this option.

COMMAND LINE SUPPORT:
Version 2.50 introduces command line support. Command line syntax is as follows:

Pdxrbld </F<Folder_path>|/A<Alias>> [/T<TableName>] [[[/X<Px3Pkey>][/P<password>]...]...] [-R+|-R-|-R0|-R1|-R2|-R3] [-P+|-P-] [-L+|-L-] [-Q+|-Q-]

where

either Folder_path (/F parameter) or Alias (/A parameter) must specify database location

/T parameter (optional) specify table which should be checked/repaired. Default= All tables
/X parameter (optional, 32-bit only) specify Px3P key. All password (/P parameters) occurring *after* px3P key parameter are considered associated with this Px3P key. /X parameter can occur several times followed by the corresponding passwords. Example:
Pdxrbld /ADBDEMOS /PJohn /Xfoo /PBrian /Xaargh /PJenny
Here password "John" is associated with default Paradox encryption, password "Brian" is associated with Px3P encryption with key "foo" and password "Jenny" is associated with Px3P encryption with key "aargh"
    More information about Px3P protection scheme can be found in the package  located at http://www.rksolution.cz/delphi/px3p.zip
/P parameter (optional) specify master password. This parameter can occur several times.

-R switch sets "rebuild scope" option. Default = 0 (Don't rebuild)
   +|- switch options are still recognised to maintain the compatibility with
       previous version
   -R- sets rebuild scope to "Don't rebuild"
   -R+ sets rebuild scope to "Rebuild corrupted tables"

   in the current version, you should use number after -R switch:

   -R0 sets rebuild scope to "Don't rebuild"
   -R1 sets rebuild scope to "Rebuild corrupted tables"
   -R2 sets rebuild scope to "Rebuild all". At the same time, the ‘Verify table’
                                            step will not be skipped. 
   -R3 sets rebuild scope to "Rebuild all". At the same time, the ‘Verify table’ 
                                            step will be skipped.


-P switch sets "pack tables" option On/Off. Default = Off
-L switch sets "log to file" option On/Off. Default = Off
-Q switch sets "quiet mode" option On/Off. Default = Off
   In quiet mode, application shuts down after performing the check/rebuild without popping up the messagebox that shows the check/rebuild result.  

in addition to parameters shown above, pdxrbld recognizes (un)registration parameters(32-bit version only):

REGISTER   - registers Pdxrbld under
             HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths
             registry key and quits immediately.

UNREGISTER - UNregisters Pdxrbld and quits immediately.

Upon exit, application sets a negative exit code if any error occurred. 
Exit code values do have the following interpretation: 
–1    an error was detected in the checked tables regardless of whether these errors were fixed or not.
-2    check cannot be performed because the database is in use. 

This applies to 32-bit version only. 16-bit version does not touch ExitCode
value. Example application project demonstrating the use of command line is located within Demo32 folder.

Px3P protection scheme support (More information about Px3P protection scheme can be found in the package located at http://www.rksolution.cz/delphi/px3p.zip)
   Tables encrypted by using Px3P protection scheme can be now checked/rebuild by using Pdxrbld. To achieve this, Pdxrbld must be invoked with command line specifying the Px3P key in the /X parameter (see command line support section above). When the Px3P key is specified, Px3P.DLL must also be present in the system search path. Px3P.DLL is automatically enabled for use with Pdxrbld, so there is no need to provide Px3P.DLL registration key at run-time.
   Important note: Never attempt to rebuild Px3P key encrypted databases by running Pdxrbld from the Delphi IDE. Pdxrbld must always run standalone when rebuilding Px3P key protected databases as the IDE debugger interferes with Px3P encryption process.


Installation notes:
32 bit Pdxrbld.exe requires TUTIL32.DLL for its function. The DLL can be downloaded from http://www.inprise.com/devsupport/bde/utilities.html
Please note that the version of TUTIL32.DLL should match the installed BDE version. Pdxrbld was tested with BDE versions 3.2d, 3.5, 4.51, 5.0, 5.01, 5.10 and 5.11.

16 bit Pdxrbl16.exe requires BDE external version 2.51 or higher, and TUTILITY.DLL external version 2.52 (internal version 2.5.1.52) or higher. External version refers to the file time stamp (file Idapi01.dll in case of BDE). As in 32bit version, the first three numbers in the internal versions should match. Pdxrbld will refuse to run with TUTILITY with external version 2.50 (internal version 2.5.1.1). The reason for this is that TUTILITY ver 2.50 does renumber autoincrement field values during rebuild. TUTILITY 2.52 can be found on the Web as tutl252.zip file (try Delphi Superpage). Pdxrbl16 was tested with BDE version 2.51.

Program checks both BDE and TUTILITY versions on startup and does not run if the above mentioned conditions are not met.

Because there is always significant time gap between new BDE version release and the moment the corresponding tUtility version shows up, starting from Pdxrbld 2.02 the equivalence of tUtility versions can be specified in Pdxrbld.INI (Pdxrbl16.INI) file. In its EQUALS section, file can hold pairs  Name=Value, where "Name" is the BDE version string and "Value" is tUtility version that should be used with that BDE instead of default matching version.
Pdxrbld versions prior to 3.30 used the version strings where the numbers were
separated by periods. Example - tutil32.dll ver 5.00 is compatible with
BDE 5.01, which was indicated by the following entry in the [EQUALS]
section of the INI file:

---- CUT HERE---------------
[EQUALS]
5.0.1=5.0.0
---- END CUT ---------------

This, however, was reported to cause problems on (at least some) WinNT boxes. Therefore Pdxrbld 3.30 and above use differently constructed version strings:
Now the strings do not include periods and start with 'BDE'. The above shown
entry thus should be changed to
            
---- CUT HERE---------------
[EQUALS]
BDE501=BDE500
---- END CUT ---------------

Above shown example will make Pdxrbld work with BDE ver 5.01 and TUTIL32.DLL ver 5.00 combination.

Old version string format is still recognized for backward compatibility.


Internationalization notes
Starting from version 2.00, strings subject to localization are placed into resources. Package contains several RC files and corresponding R32/R16 compiled resources. Rename file for the desired language to P.R32 (P.R16), copy it to the Pdxrbld project root folder and compile the application. At the same time, I would welcome if people willing to help could produce other language versions as well, so the more complete resource set could be distributed - they will be given the credit in the documentation, of course. Resources available so far will be listed on the Pdxrbld page http://www.rksolution.cz/delphi/delphi.htm


Credits for translated resources

Language
File
Author
E-mail
Organisation
Czech
CZE.RC
Roman Krejci


English
ENG.RC
Roman Krejci


Slovene
SLO.RC
Davor Tavčar
davor@pro-dt.si


Davor Tavčar PRO s.p. 
www.pro-dt.si

Danish
DEN.RC
Kurt  Bilde
kub@busieco.ou.dk

University of Southern Denmark 
http://www.ou.dk/indexE.html

German
GER.RC
Artur Juen
ar.juen@aon.at

DATA OBERLAND
Slovak
SKY.RC
Roman Olexa
systech@ba.telecom.sk


Catalan
CAT.RC
Gerard Visent
gvisent@andorra.ad

Zootec
Russian
RUS.RC
Alex Ilyin
alexil@aha.ru

Interland Computer Group http://www.aha.ru/~icg/

Spanish
ESP.RC
Victor B. Bermudez
victor@softchannel.nu

SoftChannel
http://www.softchannel.nu


French
FRE.RC
Frederic Peters
fp@dti-be.com

Dti sa
http://www.dti-be.com
Portuguese
PORSTD.RC
Paulo Duarte

pduarte@ipg.pt

Instituto Politécnico da Guarda
www.ipg.pt
Brazilian 
Portuguese
POR.RC
Renato Fileto
fileto@cnptia.embrapa.br

Embrapa Informatica Agropecuaria
Italian
ITA.RC
Marco Bianchini
m.bianchini@mo.nettuno.it
Xenia Consulting srl
Dutch
DTC.RC
Luc Bael
Luc.bael@village.uunet.be

Turkish
TUR.RC
Mehmet Celal DUMLU
MDUMLU@IZMIR.TUPRAS.COM.TR

Polish
PL.RC
Krzysztof Nowaczyk
Krzysztof.Nowaczyk@put.poznan.pl
PTH COMP'an Krzysztof Nowaczyk
www.compan.pl
Romanian
ROM.RC
Janos Bencze
Jancsi@vega.sbnet.ro
Vega SRL
Norwegian 
NOR.RC
André Savik
asavik@c2i.net

Hungarian
HUN.RC
Janos Bencze
jancsi@vega.sbnet.ro

Swedish
SWE.RC
Stefan Johansson
stefan.johansson@infoservice.se


Compilation notes:
Project located in "16bit" folder should be compiled with Delphi 1.x.
Project located in "32bit" folder should be compiled with 32 bit Delphi (2/3/4/5). I would, however, recommend compile it with Delphi 2, if possible, because D2 VCL is compatible with all 32-bit BDE versions. You can download executables compiled with Delphi 1 (DCC.EXE) or Delphi 2 (DCC32.EXE) at the Pdxrbld page shown above. Demo project located in "Demo32" folder requires compilation with 32 bit Delphi.



Version history:
Ver
date
Description of changes made
1.00
June 1998
Initial release
1.01
July-13-1998
Handles Paradox tables protected with Master password.                           Minor bugs fixed.
1.02
July-27-1998
Selection of "table to process" added. "Log to file" option added.
1.03
July-29-1998
Translat unit added for easy internationalization. Now checks whether the database is in use. Compares BDE and TUTILITY version at startup and does not run if the two do not match.
1.10
August-22-1998
Now verifies user entered password. TUTILITY 4.51 allowed for BDE 5.00.
1.11
August-23-1998
TUTILITY 5.00 appeared on Inprise Website, so TUTILITY 4.51 disallowed for BDE 5.00 (uff..)
1.12
September-7-1998
Error "Invalid use of keyword.." ocurring with tables that do have the name equal to some of the SQL reserved words fixed. Thanks to Shraga Milon for disclosing this subtle bug.
1.20
September-22-1998
"Header borrow" feature added. Problems with ListView1 column widths fixed. Minor corrections in CheckAndRepairTables routine.
1.21
October-1-1998
Too many users have tables with with autoinc field having the name equal to some of the SQL reserved words or consisting of multiple words. Therefore the maximum autoinc number in the table is no longer determined by using SQL query, which was anyway somewhat slower than direct table iteration. Thanks                            to Vladimir Kraus from TELECOM.CZ for pointing this   out.
2.00
October-31-1998
If exception occured on startup, the content of INI file was cleared - this has now been fixed. LogToFile variable set properly even if exception occurs. Table names sorted alphabetically in TableCombo. Strings subject to localization now placed into resource. Version info resource included. Performance of maximum autoinc number retrieval increased. Orphans detection/removal feature added.
2.01
November-1-1998
Incorrect detection of multiword field names in master/detail links fixed
2.02
November-30-1998
Fix for unavailable tUtility versions - INI file now includes EQUALS section describing tUtility version equivalence.
2.50
December-11-1998
Command line support added.

2.60
January-24-1999
Fixes missing index files (.PX and .Y*) errors. Self registers into HKLM\REGSTR_PATH_APPPATHS on startup                            (see code for further details). Now you can "ShellExecute" Pdxrbld  without knowing EXE file location. Improved callbacks - now correctly displays percentage packed. Option "rebuild all tables" added.  Upon exit, application sets exit code - see COMMAND LINE SUPPORT section of this Readme file.
2.61
January-30-1999
Bug in command line -R parameter interpretation fixed
3.00
February-14-1999
It turned out that some corruptions should be fixed by using dbiDoRestructure only without resorting to TUTILITY rebuild routine - this repair logic is now implemented for error no 30. Now correctly implements header borrow for secondary indices. User is prompted for backup folder instead of backup DB file - file names are assumed to be the same as in repaired database. Minor corrections in Callrbld demo project.
3.10
May-3-1999
ver 3.00 introduced a subtle bug: "Rebuild all" option                           merely *packed* the table if the table was not corrupted instead of trying to *rebuild* it by using TUTILITY. - FIXED -. FIX for tables containing FORMATTED MEMOs: Starting from this version, Pdxrbld refuses to rebuild the table if formatted memo is detected. You can, however, still PACK such table. Please note that, if such table is corrupted, the presence of formatted memo MAY NOT be detected, in which case Rebuild action effectively clears all memo content. 16 bit version code included into package - thanks to Richard Meatyard who gave me useful hints concerning 16 bit TUTILTY.
3.20
September-14-1999
Corrected bug in 16bit code that prevented the application to run on Win 3.11 For Workgroups. Now recognises ”Quiet mode” option parameter in the command line. 

3.30
November-17-1999
Tutility incorrectly identifies tablename.X** files that do not belong to Paradox file family as corrupted indices (typically .XLS files). Workaround (code that checks Paradox file family membership) has been added.

In the EQUALS section of the INI file the TUTILITY/BDE compatibility is now defined by using differently constructed version strings, that is instead of
5.0.1=5.0.0
entry should now look like
BDE501=BDE500
3.31
November-24-1999
”Database in use” exception now logged. At the same time, 32-bit version sets ExitCode to –2. The exception is now handled in quiet mode.
4.00
February-7-2000
Pdxrbld now restores auxiliary password information corrupted by TUTILITY rebuild. Now also preserves invariant field numbers (please note that invariant field numbers are reset by TUTILITY during restructure). Px3P key support added. 
4.10
February-12-2000
Maximum stack size increased in 32-bit version. ”Skip Verify table step” option added – see above.
4.11 
February-21-2000
”Stack overflow” error occurring when the 32-bit version is launched from remote drive fixed (this bug has been introduced in ver 4.00). 
Code added that hardwires the BDE 5.11/TUTIL32.DLL 5.00 compatibility
4.20
September-19-2000
Autoincrement field names containing foreign characters now determined correctly. Thanks to Danail Traichev (hellodani@softhome.net) who found the bug and provided the fix.
Error #28 included in ”FixByRestructureErrors” (thanks to George Guorgi)
Error combination [30,53] allowed for TUTILITY rebuild (thanks to Daniel Basinger)
4.30
October-6-2000
Errors 25,37 and 97 included in ”FixByRestructureErrors” .
If FixByRestructureErrors are mixed with other types of errors, Pdxrbld will now attempt to rebuild the table by using RebuildTable routine. Previous versions flagged such combinations as "Unreparable".
Pdxrbld now reports # of records before repair and after repair.
4.31
December-9-2000
Bug FIX: Error message ”Header inconsistent” followed by incorrect rebuild occurred in password protected tables that have auxiliary passwords, and either the number of fields or the number of auxiliary passwords was high. Thix bug was present in Pdxrbld versions 4.00 and above.
4.40
June-29-2001
Error #97 removed from ”FixByRestructure errrors”, because an example of the corrupted table was found where simple restructuring did not fix the error.
TUTIL32.DLL ver 5.00 and BDE ver 5.20 (Delphi 6) compatibility hardwired into code.
4.41
July-17-2001
Error #25 removed from ”FixByRestructure errrors”, because an example of the corrupted table was found where simple restructuring did not fix the error.
4.41b
July-19-2001
Finally found time to make the source Delphi 6 compatible by including ”Variants” unit into uses clause where necessary. 
No changes in the code that may affect functionality were made.
4.42
July-1-2005
Small changes in the tRKSIniFile class – readonly INI file is not updated and NO EXCEPTION is raised
4.43
April-28-2009
Code revisited so that now the source is compatible with really ALL CURRENTLY KNOWN Delphi versions : from 16-bit D1 to the most recent hi-tech-double-byte-character-beast Delphi2009. 
4.44
July-22-2010
Corrected some inconsistencies in quiet mode: program no longer prompts for unknown password, or for table location during “header borrow:, if run in quit mode. 


Copyright notice:
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
 
-	The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, you must not claim    
that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
-  Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
-  This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.


Disclaimer:
The Author cannot and does not warrant that any functions contained in the Software will meet your requirements, or that its operations will be error free.  The entire risk as to the Software performance or quality, or both, is solely with the user and not the Author. You assume responsibility for using the Software to achieve your intended results. The Author makes no warranty, either implied or expressed, to the Software documented here, its quality, performance, or fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall the Author be liable to you for damages, whether direct or indirect, incidental, special, or consequential arising out the use of or any defect in the Software even if the Author has been advised of the possibility of such damages, or for any claim by any other party. All other warranties of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are expressly excluded.




